
Irish Travel Vlog Launches in 2017 to Showcase
the Best of Northern and Southern Ireland -
Travel & Tourists
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ConnollyCove launches a video/travel
vlog from around Ireland - with an aim to
have covered every county's main sites
by the end of 2018.

BELFAST, ANTRIM, UNITED KINGDOM,
December 11, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/
-- Recently, ConnollyCove, a new travel
blog which helps people discover world
hidden secrets, was formally launched.
The project aims to take you to the most
fascinating destinations around both
Northern and Southern Ireland.

ConnollyCove will take you on a trip
around the best locations and
experiences in Ireland, even in 360 Degrees in some locations. So whatever type of destination you’re
interested in visiting, you’re covered! If you are into "glamping" or exploring George Best's early
influences, Belfast to Dublin, Game of Thrones to Cliff's of Moher, you’ll find videos and photos to

We love exploring the places
around us-so it makes sense
to share these with others
who are looking for things to
do on their travels around
Ireland. Hopefully people will
discover new things to do!”

Ciaran Connolly

reviews of different sites, experiences and Irish food. If history
is your thing - many historical sites are captured - from
Medieval Castles to landmarks from around the Island. We
have even just covered the Christmas Market Belfast!

A movie or TV buff? It is easy to check out some of the
amazing locations that Game of Thrones was filmed at or the
inspiration to one of Belfast's most famous sons - CS Lewis
and The Chronicle of Narnia. 

There is long form articles that cover many topics including -
our most famous St. Patrick, Apostle of Ireland, and all the

significant cultural and religious celebration with the widely known customs which are actually a part
of the Irish identity. From Croagh Patrick, The Rock of Cashel, St. Patrick Grave Stone, Sanctuary of
St. Patrick, St. Patrick’s Cathedral and many other sacred places that are related to St. Patrick around
Ireland that visitors should never miss.

Anyone who has ever crossed Ireland or knows about its history would be familiar with its
mythologies. Irish mythology and folklore are famed for its richness of detail, its abundance of
memorable characters and its meaningful fables. From the most well-known tales of the Giants
Causeway's creation to lesser-known gems, Ireland can lay claim to an abundance of folkloric
wonders that are worthy of any travellers exploration. These stories that shaped the cultural practice

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC6c6LuyOiJMvtQvtlHieICA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GXHoUqZxMf4
https://www.connollycove.com/irish-mythology
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in different civilisations and countries and
of course had a big share in shaping
Ireland’s cultural identity.

The project is made up of a website -
www.connollycove.com and a YouTube
channel, which is supported by the usual
social media accounts. It is lead with
video content - from mini travel videos of
towns and locations around Ireland to a
"Best of" collection of videos -
showcasing the best a city or areas has
to offer for any visitor.

Some of the most popular locations
visited in Northern Ireland include the
usual - Titanic Centre, Giant's Causeway
and the Game of Thrones locations such
as the Dark Hedges and other sites used
in the TV show. Lesser travelled sites
include Armagh - the cathedral city,
Omagh and its excellent Folk Park
through to one of the best Halloween
experiences in Europe - which takes
place in Derry/Londonderry every year.

In Southern Ireland - we have covered from Donegal, to Connemara in Galway through to Dublin city
itself. Some of the most famous sites on any visitors list to Ireland. So plenty left to explore in 2018
and beyond! The aim of the site is to showcase the best of Ireland and share the lesser known
locations with potential tourist.  

Occasionally we will step outside of Ireland.So while navigating the website, you’ll get to move beyond
the borders of Ireland, and get to dig deeper into the hidden treasures of Egypt, for example. “Egypt is
a transcontinental country that is located in both Africa and Asia. It’s famous for one of the longest
histories and many significant civilisations. It is the cradle of the greatest ancient (pharaonic) Egyptian
civilisation and a home to many others like the Roman, the Mamluke, the Fatimid, the Coptic, the
Islamic and others. It has more than one-third of the world’s monuments and rich of different cultures
that are a part of its identity.”

The project is initiated and supported by a passionate team at ProfileTree that mainly provide both
content and more importantly the media production. ProfileTree is a digital marketing agency based in
Belfast and that has been working with different clients all around the world since 2010. Through this
period of time the agency has built many websites, created hundreds of videos. Its team has written
thousands of blog posts and social media content.

“Our vision is to record our visits to our favourite places and share them. It’s a personal project – a
project of passion. We do believe there are many hidden treasures around us and strongly believe
they can be promoted to an even wider audience – it would be nice to be able to do this.” The main
motive behind the team’s dedication to the ConnollyCove project is their belief that everywhere is full
of hidden magnificent spots which deserve to be shared. We record of visit to places around Ireland
to help people take a look at them before they travel - a personal and professional project for
ProfileTree.

http://www.connollycove.com


ProfileTree is an unusual agency in the fact that is runs its own in house projects focused on travel
and education. This allows it to perfect its services on its own projects and offer clients a truly
professional experience no matter what service they select. Content Marketing, SEO, Video
Production, Web Design and Development are all available through the Belfast based operation. 

Hopefully you will find this travel project interesting enough to check out or share. If you have any
feedback, thoughts or suggestions, we would be delighted to get them. The plan for 2018 is to cover
more of the unusual locations around Northern Ireland and venture deeper south to cover locations
we have not had the time to see in 2017. We are hopeful to have video content from every county in
Ireland by the end of 2018. So do visit www.connollycove.com 
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